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Changes with Version 2.0:
This revision includes major changes associated with the new Winlink software. These
changes simplify and enhance task force operations.
Passwords and other sensitive information have been scrubbed from this document so it is ok
to post it online.

 RMS Express replaces Paclink
 RMS Trimode is added for RMS Relay HF forwarding and adds capability to receive
incoming PACTOR messages. This should have a callsign not used with another RMS
Trimode and it cannot use an SSID. This will force us to allocate more callsigns to cover
existing task force teams and each of these will need to be approved by the Winlink
team for HF operation. The same callsign does not need to be used for RMS Packet or
RMS Express so existing calls and SSIDs can continue to be used.
 Station lists can now be updated for all software easily over the Internet making it easier
to maintain the software. I added a deployment checklist.
 All setup information is covered in the Appendix.
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Texas Rapid Response Task Force Operator Notes

Many of you – particularly participants in the Williamson County Packet Cavalry – will be familiar with some of the
software you will use. However everyone will find that the use of these programs has been changed or extended over
what you are used to. Those that have used RMS Relay will find many changes associated with this mission.
Which of the Winlink system components are used will be a function of the scenario you find yourself in. I will list a
number of possibilities and provide examples of how to proceed. I will include setup screenshots from the various
programs in a reference.

Operating Scenario Overview
Scenario 1. Station is used in isolation and must rely on HF
Scenario 2. Station is within range of an RMS Packet Server
Scenario 3. Station has the Internet provided
Scenario 4. Other Winlink VHF Packet assets in the area but lack a local server – you have the Internet
Scenario 5. Other Winlink VHF Packet assets in the area but lack a local server – you lack the Internet
Each if these scenarios are possible and will be discussed in turn. The software is configured to allow you to easily
migrate from one scenario to another. The Winlink software for the 2013 updates simplifies things: Scenarios 1-3 use
variations of RMS Express. Scenarios 4-5 use RMS Express plus RMS Relay. Scenario 5 adds RMS Trimode.
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Scenario 1. Station is used in isolation and must rely on HF
This is likely where you will start out on arrival. Over time, other assets may become available but initially you will not
likely be aware of them. For this scenario, the only program needed is RMS Express. Here is a screen shot with RMS
Express running:

First use RMS Express to create a new message.

I clicked on the “Attach” button in this example to attach an ICS-213 form. Then click “Post to Outbox” when the
message is ready to send.
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Next, open the PACTOR WL2K session by selecting that mode and clicking “Open Session”. If we wanted to change the
channel selection, we would click “Channel Selection”.

So now let’s do a connect. From Galveston or a similar distance, 40M to N5TW will likely be the best frequency during
the day. 80M will also usually work and will be the best mornings and evenings when 40M will get too long. The first
thing is to LISTEN to the frequency to make sure it is clear. I’m going to select an 80M N5TW frequency because it has
excellent propagation to my position as shown and will probably be nice and quiet in the middle of the day. So I clicked
on that line and then click “Select” to make the selection.
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After listening to make sure the channel is clear click “Start” and the message will be sent.

Note: Most RMS PACTOR stations are “public” which means their frequencies are published and they often have HEAVY
usage. They tend to use higher frequencies which helps them cover wider distances but that also tends to increase the
likelihood of a frequency being busy. In South Texas, we are lucky to have 6 different EMCOMM RMS Trimode stations.
These do not publish their frequencies and generally select frequencies appropriate for relatively close in NVIS
operation. Our www.arrlstx.org website lists these STX EMCOMM RMS PACTOR stations:
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If you are used to using RMS Express on packet, the connect screen will look similar to what you are used to. Watch the
connection speeds. Speeds of 800 or higher will transfer files efficiently. If you are seeing slower speeds, it may benefit
you to switch to a different station for transferring large files. Even with a perfect connection, you will see speeds of 200
during parts of the connect process – this is normal. With experience, you will learn when it is time to try a different
station or frequency where you might get a faster connection. It is normal to see a lag in connect time because each
server scans multiple frequencies and it can take 15 or 20 seconds to get to the frequency you are trying. Sometimes a
station is busy on a different frequency or is off-line, perhaps with local weather, so be prepared to select different
stations.
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Scenario 2. Station is within range of an RMS Packet Server
If an existing RMS Packet station is up and running, it can be used for sending email. On first thought, this might seem
an unlikely scenario but remember we expect to send two Go-Kits with each Task Force and it may be useful to split up
and have one operating as a server at one location and another station at a different location connecting through that
station. In Scenario 2, you would run RMS Express just like Scenario 1:

First, we must open a Packet session and then must select a channel from the list or just enter the callsign/SSID into the
callsign window. The “Channel Selection” list process is similar to that for PACTOR. It is helpful to update your current
grid square in setup to get channels relevant to your current location.

Creating messages and connecting is just like what you learned for Scenario 1 with PACTOR.
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Advanced topic: Using a digipeater
You may well find yourself in an area that has some surviving packet infrastructure that can be used to increase the
coverage area. To add a digipeater to the path, use the “Connection type” pulldown to select “Digipeater” and then
type the digipeater ID after the VIA line. In this example, we are connecting to N5EXY-10 via N5TW-5.

Digipeaters add delay and halve the bandwidth so use these only when needed.
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Scenario 3. Station has the Internet provided
It is possible that we will have the Internet provided to us. In this scenario, you will be able to use tools like WebEOC
and you will be able to send emails quickly using Telnet and will be able to use HF for voice communication without
having to dedicate that resource to PACTOR.
For this scenario, you will run RMS Express with a Telnet session plus another program called RMS Relay. RMS Relay has
some important functions that will become very apparent in Scenario 5. Among RMS Relay’s features is that if the
Internet is lost, it will start up a local database to save messages until the Internet is restored. In Scenario 5, you will see
how RMS Packet also goes through RMS Relay, so that other stations in the area can retrieve mail you have addressed to
them (and the reverse) and that you will be able to use HF forwarding to route the mail beyond the local area. For this
scenario, RMS Relay will just be passing our traffic directly over the Internet but remember that it is on hot standby to
accommodate other scenarios. Here is what the system looks like for Scenario 3 with RMS Express plus its Telnet session
and RMS Relay running:

This screen shot captured a Telnet session doing a connect through RMS Relay and you can see the station WC5EOC-3
call/SSID in the RMS Relay status window. Notice that RMS Relay shows connecting using the CMS – in this case, the
Wien site. We will see an indication of it using the local database if we lose the Internet connection.
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Scenario 4. Other Winlink VHF Packet assets in the area but lack a local server – you have the
Internet
This is a very interesting scenario and an extension of Scenario 3. We have numerous Winlink assets on the Texas coast
that may survive a hurricane but be without a path to the Internet. Even if we have the Internet from a Task Force
asset, it may take many days for their Internet connection to be restored and we can act as their server in the meantime.
Additionally, we may choose to deploy VHF Packet assets from our reserve Go-Kit to connect back to the Scenario 4
server.
Below is a screen shot showing Scenario 4 in action:

This example shows what RMS Packet looks like with N5TW connecting to it.
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Scenario 5. Other Winlink VHF Packet assets in the area but lack a local server – you lack the
Internet
This is a very possible scenario if we have surviving Winlink assets on the coast but without the Internet or if we deploy a
portable packet station possibly with the backup Go-Kit. In this scenario, RMS Relay will act as a local server where users
can drop off and pick up mail from other local users including you. In your case, you will be leaving messages with
Telnet connections to RMS Relay with RMS Express. In addition to this, you will be able to use RMS Relay’s HF
forwarding capability to route the mail beyond the local area. RMS Relay keeps a list of stations recently using the
system and will request traffic for all these users when you do a periodic connection. This is very powerful and a unique
capability. RMS Relay uses RMS Trimode to actually do the mechanics of HF forwarding and it requires at least one HF
channel setup to operate. RMS Trimode channels can be used by others to connect directly to the task force RMS
Trimode, which can then deposit and pick up PACTOR traffic in addition to its use by RMS Relay in forwarding. This is a
new capability added with the 2014 software update.
Here is a screen shot of the software running for Scenario 5:

Here is a close up of RMS Relay:

Notice the “blue” “Forwarding pending” notification on the lower right portion of the RMS Relay screen. When
someone has connected and deposited a message or when a time interval from the last forward has elapsed, this
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indication will be there and the computer will start chiming. This audio indication and time interval can be changed –
see the Appendix on RMS Relay configuration.
To forward the mail via RMS Relay, click “Begin-forwarding” in the upper part of the RMS Relay screen. This will start
the RMS Trimode forwarding selection and the station and frequency with the best propagation will be selected and the
radio will be tuned to that frequency. The station and frequency can be overridden by the user but you have to be quick
about it or the forwarding screen will go away. Listen to make sure the frequency is clear and hit start as shown below:

Below is what an HF forwarding session looks like.
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Note the callsigns listed on the “FR” line. These are the stations on the recent connect list whose mail is being checked.
As these messages come in and out, they can be picked up by connecting stations. It is possible for users to both receive
and reply to mail in the case of long forwarding sessions.
Sometimes a forwarding operation is not successful. This can happen if the station being called was busy on another
frequency or if it is off the air. The RMS Relay forwarding indication will go away for a few minutes when this happens.
You can override this delay by clicking “View” on the RMS Relay screen and selecting “RMS being held” as shown below:

Then click on “Release hold” as shown below to cancel the forwarding delay then click “X” to close that window.
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Other items under the RMS Relay view window allow you to see a list of messages waiting to go out, messages waiting
for local pickup and a list of local users. The “Simulated route” item shows how a message might be routed between
Message Pickup Stations and is not of interest for this mission.
Note that as long as RMS Trimode is running, users will be able to connect to you via its programmed channels and you
will be ready for forwarding sessions. Should you need to check into an HF voice net, you can take down RMS Trimode
and use the HF setup for voice. It is difficult to run this scenario and listen to an HF net and my suggestion is to primarily
use email communications and leave Trimode running.
Advanced topic: Editing the User list

Under C:\RMS\RMS Relay\Data there is a “Local Users.txt” file that has the callsign and last check-in date for people who
have connected to RMS Relay in the recent past. Each user on this list adds to the overhead for each HF forward so
entries may be removed manually or the entire file deleted. Restart RMS Relay after editing this file.
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Checklists
Checklist before deployment:
__ Perform all Windows updates.
__ RMS Express
__ Update program as required
__ Update packet station list
__ Update PACTOR station list
__ RMS Relay
__ Update program as required
__ Clear local user list – this is important to avoid downloading traffic for previous local users!!!!
__ Update station list ???
__ RMS Trimode
__ Update program as required
__ Test operation
__ RMS Express
__ Telnet ok
__ Packet ok
__ RMS Packet ok
__ RMS Relay HF forwarding verified
__ Purge local user list after testing: see RMS Relay > Settings > Site Properties

Checklist after deployment:
__ RMS Relay
__ Clear local user list – this is important to avoid downloading traffic for previous local users!!!!
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APPENDIX
The following screen shots are for reference or initial setup only. These setup screens should not normally need to be
modified. This setup should be completed IN ADVANCE with the Internet connected and then fully tested before any
field deployment.

RMS Express setup
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RMS Express: Hybrid mode network parameters
Winlink Message Pickup Stations or MPS are used to route traffic for stations in the event of an Internet outage. Select
an appropriate MPS for the station just in case…
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RMS Express: Telnet setup
Select Telnet WL2K from the pulldown menu and click “Open Session:”

Click “Setup” then select “Use RMS Relay”. Optionally set an auto connect time then Update.
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RMS Express: Packet setup
Open a Packet session then select “Update” and setup the TNC:

Next select “Channel Selection” then click “Update Table” to get current channel list.
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RMS Express: PACTOR setup
Open a PACTOR session, select “Setup” then setup the TNC and radio. Test transmit levels making sure you cause no
interference. You should have little or no ALC operation.

Next, click on “Channel Selection” and do an “Update Table” to get the latest server information. You will likely have to
wait for the propagation indices to update as happened below. This propagation update will happen again with the
updated channel list.
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RMS Relay setup
RMS Relay setup: HF Backup TNC and Radio setup

Note: Traffic retrieved with HF forwarding for local users will be removed from the CMS. Make this known and purge
any residual local users before deploying.
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RMS Relay setup continued: Operating Mode & HF Forwarding

Note: This operating mode setting will use the Internet if available and otherwise will store traffic locally.
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RMS Relay setup continued: Autoforward via radio to a CMS setup
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RMS Relay setup continued: Setting up/updating HF Forwarding information
It is important before any deployment to update the RMS Relay HF forwarding channel list while you have the Internet.
Make sure you do NOT have the “Simulate Internet outage” check box checked on the “Operating Mode & HF
Forwarding page for this to work. Select the “Radio Network Settings” page. This page is also used to setup other
aspects of HF forwarding

Click the “Make Propagation Matrix and … box to update the channel list and prop predictions for it. This will take a
several minutes to complete. Next, enter an frequencies you want excluded from HF forwarding proposals. For our
trapped dipoles which support 80, 40 and 30 meters, I excluded all frequencies above 30M in this example. Next, setup
a sound to alert you when an HF forwarding session is pending and click the repeat box. Use your judgment on how
often to forward. The sound is helpful to alert when something outgoing is pending or that you have not connected in a
while to receive traffic.
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RMS Relay setup continued: Other items
Most RMS Relay settings menus do not need adjusting and or using for Task Force purposes. We will only use the three
menu items covered and ignore the ones crossed through below:
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RMS Trimode setup
RMS Trimode setup: Registration
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RMS Trimode setup: Site setup
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RMS Trimode setup: Channels to Scan
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RMS Trimode setup: setup Radio
(Note: Trimode help file has information on setting up various radios.)

Setup the HF Radio as appropriate for the radio and ports being used.
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RMS Trimode setup: setup SCS TNC
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RMS Trimode Setup: Send PACTOR test signal
Use a dummy load or listen to prevent interference. Iterate on transmit levels to maximize power output with NO or
very little ALC action.
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RMS Packet setup
RMS Packet setup: Site Properties
Fill out the details for your station.
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RMS Packet setup: Channel setup

Setup channel as appropriate and select “Update This Channel” then “Close and Restart”:
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